Bricks unlimited!

There's no end to all the creations little fingers and enquiring minds can make from the great variety of DUPLO and LEGO® bricks. Most sets include a building guide for several models, and as all bricks and pieces fit together, “old” ones come alive again when exciting new ones are added. The best toys are still the ones made by your children. So let their imagination play – brick by brick – year by year.
5-12 years

**Castle**
Enter the world of Kings, Knights and Outlaws amidst solid walls and secret hideaways.

See pages 8-9

---

**Town**
With a fire station, a police station, a parking centre, a new Grand Prix racing scene, roads, houses and shops.

See pages 14-18

---

**Space**
Black Space, White Space, Monorail and the new Space Police. Some models even with exciting flashing lights.

See pages 19-23

---

**Trains**
Playtrains without motor that easily convert to 4.5 volt battery trains or 12 volt electric trains. Many electric accessories.

See pages 24-26

---

**Technic**
Advanced LEGO® building for the technically minded. Many special elements such as gears and pistons. Some models even with pneumatics!

See pages 27-31

---

Even DUPLO and LEGO® bricks fit together perfectly.

Maximum temperature for storage and washing. (Electric parts not washable.)

---

**Pricing.**
A lot of consumers ask us: "What is the price of this or that article?" However, the law says every shopkeeper is free to determine the sales price. Not us. Nevertheless, in order to help you, we show approximate prices that are only for guidance. We neither recommend nor suggest retail prices and they imply no obligation on the shopkeeper.
From 3-12 years

LEGO BASIC

Different sets for different ages.

There are LEGO BASIC Sets from 3 to 7 years of age so that your child can always get the right start. All the bricks and pieces fit any of the other LEGO lines your child eventually chooses.

1577
Small bucket.
Around £14.00
1613
Large bucket.
Around £22.00

The buckets full of LEGO BASIC bricks are great value for money, they make an ideal storage container too.

Supplementaries

Tiles, extra bricks in all colours, building plates, wind-up motor, battery motor etc. – extra material to keep the building going.

800 · 801 · 802 · 803 · 804 · 805 · 806 · 807 · 811 · 812
Extra bricks in assorted colours. Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch.  Around £3.25

810
4.5 Volt Battery Motor,
3 sets of wheels and crawler tracks.
Around £20.00

813 · 814 · 815
Baseplates in assorted colours and sizes.
813 £2.75 814 £3.25 815 £5.50

808 · 809
Wheels, doors, windows.
Around £3.25
816
Lighting bricks.
Around £6.00

895
Wind-up motor.
Around £7.50

310 · 320 · 330 · 340 · 350
BASIC Sets with a lot of standard bricks, windows, wheels etc.  From around £3.75 to £25.00

From 5 years

510 · 520 · 530 · 540
BASIC Sets from 5 years. With bricks, windows, doors, wheels and figures.
From around £4.75 to £23.00

550
BASIC Set from 5 years. With wind-up motor.
Around £33.00

250
Ideas book.
52 pages of ideas and instructions.
From 5 years.
Around £2.00

789
Brick tidy. Lies flat as a play mat.
Around £11.00
From 7 years

**BASIC Sets** from 7 years. For realistic building with wheels, roof tiles, turn-tables, etc.

*720 - 730*

From around £18.00 to £26.00

**740**

BASIC Set from 7 years. With battery motor. Building instructions in all sets. Around £46.00
**From 4-8 years**

**LEGO Fabuland**

Your child can make a story come alive.

Let your child make the many little animal figures in the FABULAND® world come alive amidst the easily made setting for the story. The bigger boxes come with a booklet to read aloud.

- **3682** Fire Station. Bertie Bulldog and his chums keep on the alert. Around £29.00
- **3623** Beauty Salon with Catherine Cat and Paulette Poodle. Around £3.75
- **3662** Double decker bus. Hannah Hippopotamus and Mike Monkey in charge. Around £10.00
- **3674** Bonnie Bunny's new house. Edward Elephant comes to call. Around £11.00
- **3647** Lionel Lion's Classroom. Bonnie Bunny and Clive Crocodile take lessons. Around £5.50
- **3646** Wilfred Walrus visits Catherine Cat in her kitchen. Around £5.50
- **3680** Bonnie Bunny, Edward Elephant and Wilfred Walrus are camping in their new caravan. Around £16.00
- **3676** Cathy Cat's Fun Park. Cathy has invited Bonnie Bunny, Edward Elephant and Joe Crow for free rides in her Fun Park. Around £13.00
- **3798** Hannah Hippopotamus goes picnicking. Around £2.50
- **3622** Lionel Lion and Hannah Hippopotamus in their Rowboat. Around £3.75
- **3663** Max Mouse's Merry-go-round. Around £7.50
- **3683** Amusement Park. Freddy Fox manages the attractions while Lucy Lamb, Max Mouse and Clive Crocodile enjoy themselves. Around £29.00

3675 General Store. Hannah Hippopotamus goes shopping at Freddy Fox's store. Boris Bulldog collects the mail.

3721 Clive Crocodile on his Skate Board. Around £1.50

SHALL WE PLAY?

AN ELEPHANTASTIC IDEA!
From 5-12 years

LEGOLAND® Castle

Robin Hood to the rescue!
The castle has hinged walls – giving easy access to the interior, a hidden room and many more working details such as siege towers, catapults and dungeons. Whether you prefer to be King or Knight in the castle or an outlaw in a hideaway, you are sure of an exciting time.

6016 Horse and cart.
Around £2.50

6017 Ship.
Around £2.50

6054 Robin Hood's Tree Hideaway. It opens to reveal a hidden room.
Around £11.00

6066 Robin Hood's Secret Cave. With 6 outlaws and a treasure chest hidden inside.
Around £15.00

6074 Castle Draco and the Black Knight. With drawbridge and defending soldiers. Can be opened into a long wall.
Around £26.00

6039 Double Catapult with two knights.
Around £5.00

6085 The Black Fortress.
The rear half is hinged so the castle can be opened.
Dungeon, drawbridge, portcullis and 12 knights included.
Around £44.00

6062 Battering ram and defensive wall with 6 knights.
Around £13.00

6103 Robin with friends and foes.
Around £4.00

6035 Sentry and mounted guard.
Around £4.00
The door of the Secret Cave swings up and the tree hinges open.
somewhere in the caribbean the governor's soldiers are always trying to keep the pirates from the hidden treasure. it's up to you to let the best man win!

watch out - the pirates are coming!
6274 Governor's Ship “Sea Hawk” with 2 working cannons to ward off pirates, a crew of 4. Around £35.00
6270 Pirate Island with 4 pirates, look-out, prison, swaying palms a monkey and a shark. The gold treasure is protected with a cannon, which can be fired. Around £22.00
6257 Pirates’ Raft with Shark. 3 pirates on a raft of barrels followed by a shark. Around £5.00
6235 Bo’sun Will with pirate gold and his monkey. Around £1.50
6251 3 Pirates and 2 Soldiers, plus parrot and treasure chest. Around £4.00
6245 Governor Broadside’s Boat. The working cannon swivels to fire in all directions. Around £2.50
6276 Governor’s Fort Sabre with prison and dungeon pit for captured pirates. Has 6 soldiers, cannon, crane, palm tree and treasure chest with gold, etc. Around £40.00
6265 Governor’s bastion: Manned by 2 soldiers with a working cannon. Includes rowboat with a third soldier. Around £9.00
6260 Pirates Treasure Island. The pirate guards the treasure chest of gold with a cannon. Around £7.00
6255 Adventure comic book with 2 figures. Around £2.50
6285 The Pirate Ship “Dark Shark”. Has 4 working cannons and a crew of 8. Captain’s cabin contains a treasure chest and map. The rudder moves and the sails can be trimmed to the wind. Does not float. Around £67.00
From 5-12 years

LEGOLAND®

Town

A new Grand Prix racing scene with grandstand, pit, finishing line etc. makes it more exciting than ever to live in this town. You have a choice of lots of other vehicles too, some even with advanced wheel suspension for better cornering.

YOU’VE JUST BROKEN THE LAP RECORD!

6395
Grand Prix Racing Scene with 4 racing cars, lap counter, pits with full service equipment, support team, camera man etc.
Around £46.00

6381
Car Racing scene with pit stop.
Around £13.00

6503
Formula 1 Racer.
Around £1.50

6526
Dragster with adjustable spoiler and driver.
Around £2.50

New 1989.
6358 Fire engine with extending hoist. Around £9.50

6385 Fire Station with two sliding doors, a tower for drying the fire hose, command room with computers, sirens etc. Also fire engine with ladder, and a fire chief's car. Around £29.00

6386 Police Headquarters with helicopter, vehicles, control room – and cell! Around £25.00

6643 Fire truck with breathing apparatus, and axe inside. Around £4.00

6650 Fire Chief's Car. Around £1.50

6642 Police Helicopter with pilot. Around £4.00

6676 Police mobile control unit. Around £5.00

6522 Police patrol and phone booth. Around £2.50

6506 Police Car and policeman. Around £1.50

6379 Riding School with 2 horses and 2 riders. Inside there is a stable with stalls and drinking trough. Around £19.00

6349 Villa with living room, complete kitchen and bedroom on the first floor. Around £16.00

6698 Power boat transporter with skin diving kit. Around £7.00

6355 Stable and Paddock with horse and sulky. Around £9.00

6388 Holiday Home with Camper. Complete with fully equipped kitchen, barbecue, car, bicycle and speedboat. Around £19.00

Some of the new vehicles have independent wheel suspension with coil springs just like real cars.
6317  Trees and flowers. Around £2.50
6309  6 figures and motorbike. Around £4.00
6345  Road signs. Around £1.50
6316  18 heness and 10 bags. Around £2.50
6450  Police Van with flashing lights and siren. Around £13.00
6480  Fire Engine with flashing lights and siren. Around £16.00
6310  2 Road Plates - T junction. Around £3.75
6311  2 Road Plates - Curved. Around £3.75
6312  2 Road Plates - Straight. Around £3.75
6313  2 Road Plates - Crossroads. Around £3.75
6481  Road Works with Warning Lights. Has two bars with flashing lights and lit road signs. Battery operated. Around £18.00
6482  Rescue helicopter with flashing lights and sirens. Battery operated. Carries doctor with medical equipment and stretcher, plus 2 flight crew. Around £22.00

Some of the sets in the Town and Space series have exciting light and sound effects. Look for this symbol for added play value.

On top of the flashbar you can mount either roadsigns or warning lights - or both.
From 5-12 years

LEGOLAND® Space

SPACE POLICE CALLING BASE!

6770 Magma Carrier. The Light & Sound container can be unloaded to function on its own. Around £18.00

6783 Scorpio Modular Transporter. Complete with flashing lights and 2 different space sounds. Around £37.00

Special conducting bricks take the power to where you want it.

9v Battery box.

Turn the siren left for one sound... and right for another!

On top of the electric bulbs you can place acrylic lighthbars to double or triple the light effect.

Turn the flashbar one way and it flashes. Turn it round and it stays lit.
From 5-12 years

LEGOLAND® Space

The new Space Police with flashing lights keep law and order in the endless universe of Black and White Space. Even the 9 volt Monorail will be a much safer way to travel!

SABOTAGE ON SPACE TRACK, BLACKTRON CAPTURED. MAKE READY FOR PRISONER-TRANSPORT.

6886 Space Police Hunter. Detachable prison pod. Wing mounted cameras retract under the heat shields. Around £7.00

6831 Space Police Patrol with movable radar antennae. Around £2.50

6895 Space Police Prowler with steering on all four giant wheels. Detachable prison pod with prisoner. Around £11.00

6986 Space Police Galactic Enforcer. Open the front – out comes a vehicle. Open the rear – 2 prison pods appear. And under the wings – 2 scooters. Unclip the rear – you have a ground base. Around £35.00

6781 Space Police Prisoner Transport with 6 flashing Lights. Unship the prison pod and separate the Transport into 2 space ships. The on-board computer console lights up too. Around £22.00

6987 Blacktron Star Base. Includes a space ship, landing platform with opening roof and a walking tunnel to the observation post, which slides sideways at the turn of a knob. Around £45.00

6941 Blacktron Cruiser. Can be separated in 3 sections and re-formed as a space ship. Around £19.00

6972 Star Gate Departure Centre. Around £30.00

6830 Sky-streak. Detachable jet motors can become two small robots. Around £2.50

6884 Hyper Pod Explorer. Around £7.00

6848 Robo-rider with movable arms and feet. Around £4.00

6932 Plasma-drive starship. Around £16.00

6925 Galaxy Rover with Rocket Sledge for rugged terrain driving. The Rocket Sledge is carried inside the Trailer. Around £14.00

6875 Star Fleet Patrol with transparent cockpit which opens. Detachable wings double as space scooters. Around £5.00

I TOLD YOU THE SPACE POLICE WOULD FIND US...
From 6-14 years

Trains

1. The push-along train no. 7715 can be powered by battery motor 810 and battery tender 5075 (from LEGO® Spares Service, see pages 34, 35).

2. All 4.5 volt battery trains can be converted to electric power with the 12 volt motor 7865, a 12 volt transformer 7864, 12 volt conductor rails and power supply rail, 5063, available from LEGO® Spares Service.

THE 12 VOLT HIGH SPEED TRAIN IS DEPARTING FROM PLATFORM 3
7839  Motorail Terminal with
1 flatbed waggons, 1 car and 2 figures.
Like the Container Depot,
this set has ordinary and live rails.
Around £25.00

7864  12 Volt transformer/controller.
Around £37.00

7735  Electric Mixed Train Set. With 2 motorbikes.
Shell tank, small truck, 2 figures, oval of rails and a platform.
Around £55.00

7866  Remote-controlled automatic level crossing.
When barriers are lowered the red light flashes.
Around £44.00

7865  Train motor, 12 Volt. Can be built into trains without motor and battery trains.
Around £17.00
**Trains**

**7843**
Passenger Train Set without motor.
Includes 1 rail circle, 1 platform and 5 figures.
Around £30.00

**7858**
Remote-controlled point, right, for electric trains.
Around £18.00

**7822**
4.5 Volt Train Set containing steam engine with motor, a battery car, 2 goods wagons, stop signal, fork-lift truck, an oval of rails, and signal.
Around £53.00

**7859**
Remote-controlled point, left, for electric trains.
Around £18.00

**7823**
Container Depot with track, wagon and 2 figures. The crane can be raised so container ships can be loaded.
Around £28.00

**7861**
Lighting set – 12 Volt.
For locomotives and coaches.
Around £8.00

**7824**
Railway station. With ticket office, phone booth, coffee bar, control tower, waiting room and mailbox. Includes 9 figures.
Around £32.00

**7854**
8 straight conductor rails for electric trains, 100 cm.
Around £4.50

**7856**
Points (1 left + 1 right) for electric trains.
Manually operated.
Around £13.00

**7813**
Shell Wagon with figure.
Around £10.00

**7857**
Electric crossing.
Around £5.00

**7860**
Remote-controlled signal with isolating track.
Around £18.00

**7867**
Lamp posts for use with 12 Volt transformer.
Around £9.50

**7835**
Manually-controlled Level-crossing.
Around £13.00

**7850**
Straight rails.
Total length 100 cm.
Around £4.50

**7852**
Points (1 left + 1 right). For battery train.
Around £5.50

**7851**
Curved rails (half circle).
Around £4.50
From 7-16 years

LEGO Technic

Turn the engine, engage the gear and pop-up the headlights.

Test Car with advanced rear-mounted V-4 engine with working pistons, crankshaft etc. It has 4-wheel independent suspension - the same system as in Formula 1 racers, plus rack-and-pinion steering as found in most modern cars.

8865
Test Car. With V-4 engine, pop-up headlights (via a bar between the adjustable seats), rack-and-pinion steering, 4-wheel independent suspension and a 3-speed gearbox.
Around £59.00
From 7-16 years

**LEGO Technic**

You can make it - with TECHNIC Universal Sets!

Working Models with gears, differentials, pistons, pneumatic power, 4.5 volt electric motors etc. – with the TECHNIC Universal Sets you can make models that work perfectly – just as in real life!

---

**8034**

TECHNIC Universal Set from 8 years with plenty of basic TECHNIC elements and building instructions for 4 exciting models. Around £14.00

**8044**

TECHNIC Universal Pneumatic Set from 9 years with new, simple Pneumatic Pump to power different models. Around £19.00

**8024**

TECHNIC Universal Set from 7 years. A good set to start with. Building instructions for a car with steering, fork-lift truck, helicopter and racer. Around £7.50

**8710**

TECHNIC elements. Around £8.50

**872**

Gear blocks. 2 gear blocks for easy gearing down of battery motor by 1:20. Around £16.00

**8700**

Battery motor. Switch for forward/reverse operation. Around £21.00

**8890**

TECHNIC Ideas Book. Around £2.00

---

8054
TECHNIC Universal Motor Set from 8 years with
4.5 Volt battery motor for any of the 4 models included in building guide.
Around £29.00
From 7-16 years

LEGO Technic

Press the airpump, flick the switch - and move the earth!

The JCB (far right) has steering gear, stabilisers that can be raised and lowered and a front-end loader, all operated by gear wheels. The digger is powered by 3 pneumatic cylinders for variable control.

8640 Ski Chopper with pilot, working rotor blades and tail fan. Around £19.00

8620 Ski Buggy with steering gear. The skis can be mounted on the back of the vehicle. Around £9.50

8660 6-Wheeled Snow Ranger with 2 action figures. The small snow plough fits inside the model. Around £29.00

8835 Forklift Truck with steering gear and forks that hoist, lower and tip. From 9 years. Around £14.00

8854 Mobile Crane with Pneumatic Hoist with steering gear. The telescopic jib rotates and is pneumatically raised. Stabilizers and hook work. From 11 years. Around £38.00

8855 Sea-plane with joy stick controlled wing + tail flaps, piston engine and turning propeller. Around £34.00

8849 Tractor with crop sprayer, which can be raised and lowered. Can be motorized. Around £29.00

8852 Robot which folds down to form a truck. Around £22.00

8832 Dirt-track Buggy with steering, tilting steering wheel and rear wheel suspension. Around £6.75

8842 Go-Kart with rack and pinion steering and piston motor. Around £18.00

8853 Digger with steering gear. Both scoop and arm can be controlled via 2 separate handles. Around £23.00

8712 3 TECHNIC action figures. Around £4.75

8862  JCB Excavator with steering and 3 pneumatic cylinders that control shovel and working arm. From 12 years. Around £53.00
Spares Orders Form
Spares Service, LEGO U.K. Ltd., Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7 TQ

Please send me the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price per Item</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plus postage and packing 40p

Total Price: 40p

NAME
ADDRESS

Cheque/Postal Order should be made payable to LEGO U.K. Ltd. Allow 28 days for delivery.

To The LEGO® Club
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7 TQ

Please PRINT CLEARLY

Please enrol me as a member

First Name
Family Name
Address

Post Code

I am a boy/girl* and I was born on ___/___/___
* Delete as applicable

A cheque/postal order payable to LEGO U.K. Ltd. for £3.50 is enclosed.

Name of parent/guardian
Signature of parent or guardian

---

The LEGO® Club

4. Special Club stickers
5. 3 copies of the LEGO Club 12 page magazine “Bricks 'n Pieces” during your membership
6. The chance to enter special Club Competitions with lots of prizes to be won
7. Occasional special offers from the Club mail order shop
8. Plus special surprises during your year’s membership

All for £3.50

---

Please note: LEGO Club mailings can only be posted to addresses in the UK and Ireland.
Join the LEGO® Club

If you are a keen LEGO® builder then the LEGO Club is for you. The Club magazine “Bricks 'n Pieces” keeps you up to date with new LEGO models, exhibitions to see, models to build and competitions to enter. If a photograph of one of your models is published in “Bricks 'n Pieces” you become a “MASTER BUILDER”. Ask your mum or dad if you can join.

LOOK WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU JOIN...
**LEGO® Spares Service**

If you lose a special part or want an extra one this service can help you. The selection shown here has the parts you will be most likely to want. We cannot supply complete LEGO® sets, as these can only be bought from toy shops. But if you particularly need a component not shown here, just write to us, and we shall do our best to help you if we can.

Spares Service
LEGO U.K. Ltd.
Wrexham, Clwyd,
LL13 7TQ
Tel. 0978 290900

* New 1989.
From 5-12 years
Ships
Loaded with working details.
They float, they load – they do almost anything their captain demands. Welcome aboard.

4030 Container ship with crane and two cargo holds.
Around £29.00

4020 Fire ship with "water guns" and engine room.
Around £19.00

4010 Police Patrol boat with cabin below and diving equipment.
Around £9.50

SERVICE HOTLINE
If you have any difficulty in finding a shop stocking the set of your choice, phone 0978 290900 and our Consumer Service Dept. will advise of other Stockists in your area.

LEGO® It’s a new toy every day!

® The names LEGO, LEGOLAND, FABULAND and the DUPLO logo are registered trade marks.